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 Image enhancement is one of the most critical subjects in computer vision and 

image processing fields. It can be considered as means to enrich the perception 

of images for human viewers. All kinds of images typically suffer from 

different problems such as weak contrast and noise. The primary purpose of 

image enhancement is to change an image's visual appearance. Many 

algorithms have recently been proposed for enhancing medical images. Image 

enhancement is still deemed a challenging task. In this paper, the fuzzy c-

means clustering (FCM) technique is utilized to enhance the medical images. 

The method of enhancement consists of two stages. The proposed algorithm 

conducts a cluster test on the image pixels. It then increases the difference of 

gray level between the diverse objects to accomplish the enhancement purpose 

of the medical images. The experimental results have been tested using various 

images. The algorithm enhanced the small target of the image to a reasonable 

limit and revealed favorable performance. The results of image enhancement 

techniques were evaluated by using terms of different criteria such as peak 

signal to noise ratio (PSNR), mean square error (MSE) and average 

information contents (AIC), showing promising performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Image enhancement is an algorithm where the quality of degraded images is enhanced and made 

more precise with the help of different image enhancement algorithm. The fundamental goal of image 

enhancement is to improve human vision by improving the observation of features in the image. The 

enhancement processing helps to maximize the purity sharpness and specifics of features of interest towards 

information extraction and further analysis [1]. Due to the importance of the medical imaging field in 

different areas of life, especially in cases of illnesses experienced by the human, it is essential to find 

methods, techniques, and algorithms to process these images and reduce the noise and other details that make 

the image distorted and unclear [2], [3]. Medical images became very important for human life. These images 

should be carefully taken as much as possible by doctors because it affects the disease diagnosis procedure 

and physician’s decisions [4]. Several processing algorithms have been introduced, including image 

enhancement algorithms, making image properties more visible and clearer to the human eye. Examples of 

this are high contrast, image edge enhancement, and noise elimination.  

Some of the techniques and algorithms include non-linear pyramidal, multi-scale morphological, 

retinex theory, mountain clustering, or how contrast can be improved by segmentation and morphological 

operators, K-sigma clipping, curvelet transformations, fuzzy logic, wavelet transformations, and genetic 

algorithms [5]. The fuzzy logic represents one of the most important techniques used to improve images, 

which has been used extensively in various applications. It has spread significantly and increasingly in 

several areas, especially the field of improvement and processing of images. The main reason is the lack of 

about:blank
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complexity in the mathematical relationships used in its construction, words in calculations instead of 

numbers and controls sentences instead of mathematical equations [6]. It is well known that humans cannot 

deal with large amounts of numerical information compared with a computer which has a high possibility of 

solving various complex calculations in short times. However, the computer is incapable of solving issues 

that cannot be represented numerically. At the same time, human can solve these problems, which make 

scientists search for techniques that simulate the human intelligence system with the tremendous 

development in computers and software science. In our practical life, we often encounter phenomena in 

which we use concepts with more than one possibility that can be solved using a fuzzy logic system [7].  

According to the literature, in [8], multiple forms of histogram equalization approaches are used and 

evaluated, demonstrating that dynamic histogram equalization (DHE) is a multi-histogram equalization method 

that is preferred to equalization of bihistogram. Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) is a 

sector histogram equalization process that is superior to traditional AHE. To improve matching performance, 

extraction, and image enhancement techniques [9] are used to low-resolution images collected with an Optris PI 

450 lightweight thermal camera with a 382 x 288 optical resolution performance. Furthermore, in [10], the 

modified histogram equalization (MHE) technique has been proposed for medical image contrast enhancement, 

which used wavelet transform and histogram mapping functions to enhance the image visualization, which gave 

the best contrast enhancement. In [11], the Framete Transform [FT] technique is applied for resolution 

improvement to the satellite images; FT decomposed input images while inverse FT produces a new resolution 

enhanced image. Badgujar and Singh in [12], an effective methodological approach for underwater pictures 

enhancement using the generalized histogram adjustment, discrete wavelet transform is proposed. 

AlSaif and Abdullah authors in [13] propose a parametric contrast scale augmentation approach using 

transform techniques such as the Laplacian pyramid transformation method, discrete wavelet technique, 

stationary wavelet transformations, and dual-tree complex wavelet transform. Fuzzy technique with triangular 

membership is used for enhancing the contrast of variety variance and different sizes images, and the results 

show that the contradiction is increased in [14]. Another work [15], fuzzy logic enchantment and low contrast 

enhancement color images and contrast enhancement technique using homomorphic refinement with the fuzzy 

logic concept were presented. Gupta et al. in [16], a fuzzy grayscale enhancement method for low contrast 

image is presented and generated best quality improved image and used minimal processing resources than 

other processing methods [17]. Raj et al. in [18] new technique to histogram equalization by modifying the 

function of probability density. This process gives a goode level of detail in images as a result to the 

enhancement technique. Moreover, in [19], a new technique is proposed to enhance a color image using 

contourlet transform and saturation components. In addition, in [20], the algorithm of a CA-based method has 

demonstrated the method used to rebuild the surface of the liver from low contrast CT pictures. 

Despite the extensive research work presented in the literature, the image enhancement issue is still 

open for further improvements. In this work, the fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM) algorithm is utilized to 

enhance the medical images. This algorithm increases the difference of gray level between the diverse objects 

to achieve the enhancement purpose of the images. This has been achieved in two stages depending on 

managing the cluster test on the image pixels and raising the gray level difference. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

2.1.   Histogram equalization 

It is a scheme used to improve contrast enhancement in different applications because of its simple 

function and efficiency. The benefit of histogram equalization is distributing the gray levels within an image 

so that each grey is similarly to occur [21]. Histogram equalization will excel the brightness and contrast of 

dark and faint images. Histogram equalization uses the cumulative density of images to convey the grayness 

levels of the input image to level of the enhanced one. It works on the fact that the grey level histograms 

show the bright or the dark peaks. The image brightness can be described as a fuzzy set, including the group 

dark, bright and gray intensity levels. According to the histogram normalization, the membership degree can 

be specified. Histogram of the image can be represented as a discrete function [22]. The shape of the 

histogram gives information about the nature of the image. The histogram of the input image is as steady as 

possible after applying the histogram equalization method. The histogram equalization technique specifies 

the number of pixels to each gray level value, where pervasion histogram lets the light pixels seem lighter, 

and the dark pixels seem darker [23]. The cumulative histogram c(x) for the histogram h(x) is defined as: 

 

𝑐(𝑥) = ∫ ℎ(𝑦)   
𝑥

−∞
 (1) 
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2.2.   Image enhancement by using fuzzy 

Vision applications rely mainly on images enhancement algorithms. Large numbers of techniques 

have been presented for enhancing the images. In image enhancement, the objective is to emerge a specific 

image features for subsequent analysis or image use in other applications. Most images typically suffer from 

imperfections such as poor contrast and low-resolution contrast, and imaging artifacts. Enhancement 

mechanisms for images such as global stretching and histogram equalization do not all the time give good 

results, particularly for images with significant variance [24]. According to the importance of the image 

enhancement principles, many approaches have been yielded in the literature. Most of these methods used for 

image enhancement are used in a particular domain like histogram equalization. Many methods are used to 

improve digital images because some images suffer from ambiguity grayness when processed. The fuzzy 

logic is considered an appropriate technique in dealing with these issues. The principle of fuzzy system deals 

with approximate values rather than fixed and exact reasoning, and it has been expanded to treat with the 

notion of uncertainty and partial truth. In general, the fuzzy logic contains three basic steps, begins from the 

image fuzzification. At this step, image elements that are fragile values are converted to a set value using 

membership functions where each element is given a degree (membership between 0,1) [25]. The next step is 

membership modification, where after obtaining the degree of membership, it is updated with a value that fits 

the type of treatment to be applied to the image. In the final step, image defuzzification, the values are 

converted to fragile values, and after this step, the results of the required treatment are performed on the 

image. The image can be represented in a fuzzy matrix as: 

  

𝐹 = ⋃ ⋃
𝑃𝑖𝑗

𝑋𝑖𝑗

𝑁
𝑗=1

𝑀
𝑖=1          𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑃  ⊆ [0,1] (2) 

 

In the aforementioned equation, Xij represents the intensity of the pixel (i, j), pij is the membership 

degree of the pixel (i, j) where pijϵ [0,1], all pij consist of the image fuzzy feature plane, pij can be computed 

by a fuzzy membership function, different membership functions can produce various effects. Fuzzy image 

operation may be categorized into three stages; the first step represents the image coding (fuzzification) by a 

change to an actual scalar value of the image into a fuzzy value. This is carried out with diverse types of 

membership functions. The second step can be performed by the operation on the membership plane, and the 

final step can be represented by the defuzzification. In general, the fuzzy plane confined between from 0 and 

1, while the actual gray level intensities range 0 and 255. The 0 value represents the darkest pixel, and the 

value one represents the brightest pixel. Image threshold has played an important role in image improvement. 

A fuzzy c-means clustering procedure for image threshold is used for image enhancement. It's a clustering 

approach that permits one piece of visual data to be linked to many clusters [26]. 

 

2.3.   Methodology 

Membership is assigned to each data set according to the center of each cluster, depending on the 

distance between the cluster center and the data set. After each iteration, the cluster center and the 

membership are modified. When applying clustering to the data set, crisp classification may be obtained 

when the clusters are well separated [27]. But in general situation, clusters are not well separated. The fuzzy 

c-mean clustering can be performed by selecting an initial fuzzy partition, computing the center to each 

cluster then modifying the fuzzy partition until the center value does not change. The set of n objects Y= {y1, 

y2..., yn}, where yi is a dimensional data point. A fuzzy clustering C1, C2…, Ck as k-cluster. Each element in 

the matrix partition Wi, j is a weight that describes the degree of membership of an object in cluster Ci where 

the matrix W = wi, j ∈ [0, 1], for i = 1 . . . n and j = 1 . . . k. The main objective of the fuzzy c-means 

algorithm is to minimize a sum of squared error (SSE); the objective equation can be expressed is being as: 

 

𝑆𝑆𝐸 = ∑ ∑ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑝

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑘
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑋𝑖 , 𝐶𝑖)

2 (3) 

 

Where W represents the membership matrix, the set of fuzzy clusters acted by the membership matrix W, the 

linked set of cluster center is represented by C, and the dist describes the distance between the data X and 

center C. The fuzzy center is chosen to minimize the variance of the black and white pixels. The membership 

Wij and the cluster centers Ci can be updated by: 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 =
1

∑ (
‖𝑋𝑗−𝐶𝑖‖

‖𝑋𝑗−𝐶𝑘‖
)

2/(𝑚−1)

                  𝑐
𝑘=1

 (4) 
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𝐶𝑖 =
∑ 𝑈𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑋𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑈𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝑁

𝑖=1
 (5) 

 

Where m represents the fuzzification scale which is a weighting exponent on each membership of fuzzy set. 

The membership degree in each cluster (i) represented by (xi), xi is the dimensional measured data. d (Xk, Ci) 

is a distance between object cluster center Ci and the Xk, (||*||) represents a norm of the similarity between the 

center and any measured data. The fuzzy logic is not only used to maintain the image brightness but also 

enhance the contrast of the main image. The fuzzy logic could be used to create the fuzzy histogram aiming 

to improve the inaccuracy of gray level values, and it is separated into clusters. Then each histogram is 

allocating to a new area. The image fuzzification converts the intensities of the gray level into the fuzzy 

plane. The value of this plane is lying between 0 and 1 

 

X= [

𝑃11

𝑋11
⋯

𝑃1𝑛

𝑋1𝑛

⋮                              ⋮
𝑃𝑥1

𝑋𝑚1
⋯

𝑃𝑚𝑛

𝑋𝑚𝑛

] (6) 

 

The pij =0 indicates the dark, and pij=1 indicates bright. The fuzzy c-mean executes the clustering by 

searching in iterative checking for sets of fuzzy clusters. 

  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section displays the comparison between the suggested process and several other processes 

such as fuzzy logic-based histogram equalization and histogram equalization in terms of objectives and 

subjective measurements. Figure 1 describes the performance of the suggested approach comparing to the 

existing methods subjectively. Furthermore, the computational models are used compute the image quality 

regularly with individual assessments. The image quality assessment metrics applied in this paper have been 

executed using peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), mean square error (MSE), entropy or average information 

contents (AIC). The quality parameter peak signal to noise ratio is clarified as the ratio of the signal's top 

power to the top power of the noise. PSNR value computation is defined is being as. 

 

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10  𝐿𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑀𝐴𝑋𝐼

2

𝑀𝑆𝐸
) (7) 

 

= 20𝐿𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑀𝐴𝑋𝐼

√𝑀𝑆𝐸
) (8) 

 

20𝐿𝑜𝑔10(𝑀𝐴𝑋𝐼) − 10  𝐿𝑜𝑔10 (𝑀𝑆𝐸) (9) 

 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑚𝑛
∑ ∑ [(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑘(𝑖, 𝑗)]2𝑛−1

𝑗=0
𝑚−1
𝑖=0  (10) 

 

The entropy information contents (AIC) is explained as 

 

𝐴𝐼𝐶 = − ∑ 𝑃(𝑘) log 𝑃(𝑘)𝐿−1
𝑘=0  (11) 

 

The probability intensity function of the 𝑘th gray level was defined by 𝑃(𝑘). Figure 1(a) represents 

the original grayscale image. Figure 1(b) represents the resulted images obtained by the proposed method. 

Figure 1(c) represent the images produced from the fcnBPDFHE method. The results that have been 

computed using the image quality assessment metrics applied in this paper show that the proposed method 

has improved the images depend on the results found in Table 1. Moreover, Figure 2 explores the simulation 

results of the proposed methods comparing to the existing methods. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 1. Simulation results; (a) original image, (b) proposed method, (c) fcnBPDFHE method 

 

 

Table 1. Performance comparison between the existing and proposed method 
 Proposed method fcnBPDFHE  HE 

MSE PSNR AIC MSE PSNR AIC MSE PSNR AIC 

Image (1) 3.20  43.1161741 7.3784 3.68  31.7623903 7.1256 4.31 40.3241 7.0321 

Image (2) 3.06  43.3091819 7.3470 8.45  38.8961470 7.0187 8.91 38.5623 6.6723 

Image (3) 1.92  45.3237416 7.6213 4.34  41.7864858 7.3423 4.56 41.9834 6.9121 

Image (4) 0.98  48.2522532 7.1253 10.99  37.7540929 7.2460 5.41 36.9806 7.1870 

Image (5)  0.85  48.8843268 6.7523 1.56  46.2319488 6.5712 1.87 64.8912 6.9812 

Image (6) 2.18  44.7748324 7.1134 4.58  31.2117152 6.9127 4.91 30.1423 6.9321 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 2. Simulation result of the gray scale medical images; (a) original image, (b) proposed method, 

(c) fcnBPDFHE method 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Many image improvement strategies that can be employed for medical picture enhancement are 

highlighted in the proposed study. There are still many improvements and challenges required in existing 

techniques to get better results and improve their performance. The developed algorithm was tested on many gray 

medical images. These images were evaluated by the designed algorithm, and the results compared with ground 

truth image using many metrics such including PSNR, MSE, and AIC measures. the result of the simulation 

depicted that the offered algorithm gave better results than a conventional method such as (fcnBPDFHE). The 

proposed method can be further improved and tested on a larger dataset acquired under various conditions. 
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